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I. Documents 
The COP25 & 26 Presidencies had held informal consultations with Parties on this topic and 
created 2 Reflection papers (2nd Reflections Paper). Multiple groups had submitted proposals 
ahead, and more did so throughout the week, including revised/new submissions from some 
groups. (Only the Nov 3 Conference Room Paper submitted by LMDCs & AGN became available 
online).  
 
Parties met in Contact Group and Informals in Week1 and engaged on written submissions and 
oral statements. After the Friday session, Co-Chairs, Outi Honkatukia (Finland) and Zaheer Fakir 
(So Africa), developed a compilation document (not available) in the form of a draft decision, 
with section headers, for reference, and source attributions, so Parties could ensure all their 
inputs were included. Parties responded to this document in the Nov 6 Informal.  
 
II. Contact Group and Informals through Nov 5 – Overview and Takeaways 
The first sessions involved the Party groups and Parties providing various levels of detail of their 
proposals covering: 

• Organization of work (e.g., approach, structure [political and technical aspects], and end 
date [2023 or 2024]); 

• Modalities of work and Process (e.g., milestones and timing, range of inputs [including 
sources and stakeholders] , ….); and 

• Scope and substance of the goal (e.g., focus, balance, quality/quantity/access, 
sources/targets, transparency/MRV, milestones, burden sharing, and more).  

Additionally, Parties spoke to incorporating lessons learned, in particular, from the failure of the 
$100 bill/year goal not being met. The absence of a “proper” climate finance definition also 
punctuated several interventions. 
 
• From the outset, it was clear that developing country Parties and groups were keen for 

progress on organization of the work and process by the end CMA, while developed country 
Parties and groups were firm that the CMA3 decision out of Glasgow not prejudge the 
outcomes, and therefore, be strictly procedural, basically setting the stage and framing 
deliberations for the next 4 years. 

• All spoke about making the goal consistent with the aims of the PA and taking into account 
the needs of developing countries. 
o Several developing country group interventions also stated that the goal should be 

specifically in accordance with Art. 9.3 of the PA. 
o Highly vulnerable country groups strongly advocated for designated numbers for their 

groups in the goal, opposed by the middle-income country groups, which sought no 



distinction among developing countries. In fact, this was the only issue of divergence 
that stood out among the developing country Parties. 

o LDCs, AOSIS and others emphatically stated the need to include L&D. 
• Most, but not all, proposals from developing Party groups included the idea of an ad-hoc 

working group to take up this work, combined with workshops and high-level ministerial 
roundtables (HLMs). Developed Party groups and Parties saw no need for this additional 
level, and advocated for in-session workshops, HLMs and CMA-only based action, with 
these elements possibly captured under a designated work programme. 

• Elements of a just transition and considerations of debt sustainability were high priorities 
for developing country Party groups, but not mentioned by the developing. 

• Perspectives on sources of finance differed. China and a number of developing country 
Party groups emphasized the need for the primary source to be public finance from 
developed country Parties. Others want to see all sources included, e.g., MDBs, private 
finance, and public-private collaborators and instruments. 

• AILAC’s perspective (as articulated) stood out in its framing of the issue as the vehicle to 
embrace true transformational change in the way and at the scale critically needed to 
achieve the goals of the PA. This group spoke of what it sees as necessary radical changes to 
the global economic system and the resources it wields through novel, disruptive and 
scalable models of development which, at their core, are climate resilient.  

 
III. Response to Co-Chairs compilation, Nov 6 - Highlights and Key Takeaways: 
Co-chairs noted that there were a number of areas of convergence in this document and invited 
the Parties to provide reflections without going line by line. 
• In general, Parties were appreciative of the document, but felt there was significant 

opportunity for streamlining and no need for attributions in the next iteration. Some 
suggested an Annex with details on options like timeframes, and other elements 

• Most groups placed great emphasis on the importance of this topic, and it being one of the 
most crucial outcomes of this conference. 

• A sentiment echoed by many was the absolute need for this work to have strong political 
ownership, since the individuals in this room cannot get to the outcome this way. Some 
groups lamented not starting off with political level direction. 

• Developed Party groups reiterated their primary positions: apply the principle that the text 
does not prejudge the outcomes of 2024; procedural outcome only (clarity on structure and 
a pathway forward); no new bodies/don’t over-engineer this work; nothing agreed until all 
agreed. 

• Most developing Party groups felt the primary things to capture in the body of the next 
iteration would be: launch, mandate, timeframe, process and some direction on objectives 
and scope.  
o G77+China made its first intervention on the topic in this session stressing that the 

purpose here is not to have a decision that states we began deliberations, that the 
mandate requires more. 

• AOSIS, AILAC, and ABU all spoke about framing the goal in terms of enabling developing 
country efforts toward a 1.5 degree world. More specifically, AILAC, supported by others, 



sought framing of the overall objective in terms of creating a new finance architecture that 
is transparent and provides adequate and predictable resources to developing countries to 
meet their climate goals and targets in the context of a 1.5 deg world 

• Developing country groups bristled at the idea of including any language referring to 
providers and receivers, pointing to this being perfectly clear in the PA. 

• The Parties continued their push-pull about structure. While most developing Party groups 
sought an ad-hoc group, and developed Party groups supported a simple work programme 
approach with workshops and HLMs, there did seem to be a willingness to talk this through 
to address the concerns associated with each.   

 
Parties agreed for the co-chairs to streamline the contextual proposals while maintaining all 
substantive proposals on the table. The next session will occur on Monday, the 8th. 
 


